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SEE YOURSELF AT CAW:
CREATIVE ARTS WORKSHOP'S WINTERSESSION
BEGINS WITH OPEN ENROLLMENT

New Haven, CT – Skip the registration—for the moment—and just come over to Creative Arts
Workshop to test drive a class during Open Enrollment from January 19th to January 25th. Located
on 80 Audubon St. in New Haven, CAW welcomes all students—new and veteran—to sit in on a
course before registering for it. “Open Enrollment is an opportunity for the shy, uninitiated, or
commitment-phobic to try a course—or many—to decide if this is the art class for them,” says Daniel
Fitzmaurice, Executive Director. “If it meets your expectation, go ahead and register. If a class in book
arts is not what you thought it would be, try jewelry making. If your art is photography, cross-pollinate
your creativity with a watercolor class to expand your imagination. We want people to experience all
we have to offer before they make a decision for the term.”
There is no charge for Open Enrollment, and you don’t need to call ahead. But there are some
restrictions: Open Enrollment does not extend beyond January 25th or apply to classes that begin later
in the term or workshops.
ABOUT CREATIVE ARTS WORKSHOP

Creative Arts Workshop is a non-profit community art center devoted to fostering creativity through
participation in and appreciation of the visual arts, serving the Greater New Haven area and beyond
since 1961. The Workshop is a premiere community resource center for the visual arts offering a wide
range of classes to students of all ages in fully equipped studios. Thousands of visitors enjoy national,
regional, and local exhibitions in CAW’s galleries. CAW is supported by its membership, tuition fees,
donors, grants, arts-related fundraising events and a dedicated group of volunteers. Additional funding
comes from the Connecticut Commission on Culture and Tourism, NewAlliance Foundation, and the
The Laetitia V. Pierson Fund and The David G. Powrie Fund of the Community Foundation of Greater
New Haven.
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